Impact of Corona Pandemic on Indian SME Business - April 2020

INTRODUCTION

As we all reel from the impact of the COVID19 pandemic and the resultant
Lockdown, it appears that there is no easy end to this crisis. With a 1.3 billion
strong nation under house arrest, and only essential and emergency services
active, the Indian business is feeling the heat and nervous about the future.
With most manufacturing & trading business shut down and the industry
looking at a long-haul recovery with some fearing that at least Q1 will be totally
wiped out, its time for every business to introspect and plan for the grim days
ahead. However, many are seeing opportunity as the world orders change.
At Insperme Consulting & BizStreet, we reached out to small & medium
businesses across the country to do a quick survey on how business owners
are thinking about the impact of Corona Virus and their expectations from the
government. The result findings are enclosed along with our assessment of the
Learnings & Opportunities from the Crisis.
We are thankful to the support from the Business Promoters and Executives
who participated in this Survey and gave us their valuable time & inputs.
Hope this Report helps you in managing your business through this crisis.
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SURVEY FINDINGS

Our Primary Research conducted on PAN India level with over 100
Business Promoters & Senior Executives on the impact on their
business due to COVID19 revealed that while 97% respondents
believe that their business has been impacted by the Crisis, only
41% respondents believe that its an existential threat to their
business, while 31% believe that this could be a God given
opportunity for them.
Over 50% respondents believe that it will take almost 3 months
before Business will return to normal, and almost 60% believe that
they will face losses up to Rs. 10 Crore due to the lock down and
30% are not aware how to salvage their business.
A majority of Business owners have suggested that the Government
needs to step in and support the MSME & SME Segment with Tax
Rebates & Moratoriums, Easy access to Cheap Credit and Support
to Exporters and Labour intensive industries.
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Almost all Business Owners are impacted by the Lockdown

Yet over 30% Business Owners believe that
this is a God Given Opportunity
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Even though almost 60% believe that they will face
losses up to Rs. 10 Crore!!

•

And over 50% believe that it will take almost 3 months

•

before Business will return to normal
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And only 30% are prepared with Insurance and other Contingency plans to
face any Crisis

•

The Survey covers Businesses from across Industry Sectors
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EXPECTATIONS FROM THE GOVERNMENT
We asked our respondents about their Expectations from the Government supporting
MSME to sustain and the response was enthusiastic, reinforcing the belief in the
Government from the Industry.

Interest free term loans to start ups
and working capital for existing
businesses with adequate noncash
flow cover to safeguard the loans
extended.

Grant rebate along with deferment
of payment of GST, Income tax &
other statutory dues by a minimum
of 6 (six) months without any
interest.

The relief of PF & ESI contribution of
employer to be taken care by the
govt irrespective of strength of
business. Electricity fixed charges
to be halved for 6 months.

Start a new effective insurance fund
to handle this type of situation for
workers or people below poverty
line which takes care their basic
needs during lockdown of any type.

Reduce tax burden from individual
and industry for next one year, more
money to individual pocket to
spend, thus increase consumption.

Refund of average monthly GST3B
cash ledger payments of the last
year, for each month of lockdown
and pro rata for part days.

Exporters
should
get
better
drawback in order to cover loss

Reduce tax burden and partner
MSME in India development
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LEARNINGS FROM THE CORONA
VIRUS CRISIS

To beat any crisis, all industries innovate and rectify their inherent flaws. And,
Indian business is no different. It has been quick to adapt to changing
environment. It now realizes that extraordinary situations such as Covid-19
warrant inimitable measures. Decisions to mitigate or combat crisis arises from
deep introspection of the situation and business requirements. The learnings
may not be uniform across the entire spectrum of industries, but some
universal practices that can be followed are given below :
1. Business Continuity Planning
Business continuity and disaster recovery planning prevents against disruptions
and subsequent recovery from situations that potentially threat productivity and
jeopardize the services of any company. This is critical during times of
exigencies when it becomes challenging to maintain continuity of services.
While most companies already have a contingency plan in place during
eventualities, these plans are predominantly localized to a certain geography.
However, in situations like COVID-19 such plans are impossible to implement.
Hence, the policy needs to be revisited and reinforced in the light of the
prevailing situation to ensure better preparedness.
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2. Lead by Example
A fully remote workforce means the only “face-to-face” interaction you’ll have with
employees is through telephone calls or videoconferencing. Some of the best ideas
come through idle chat in the office, something harder in a virtual setting, but those
days don’t have to end just because you’re at home.
As the head of your company, take the initiative to be readily available in virtual
channels. If your employees see that you’re accessible, they’ll be more likely to follow
your lead and share their thoughts and ideas with you and their colleagues.

3. Embracing Technology in your Business
Technology such as the cloud makes remote working easy, but having server access
from home is not enough, especially when your entire workforce may be displaced for
an extended period. To that effect, the most important innovations are often born
through crisis.
Making a full-scale transition to new technology is unrealistic (and expensive) in such a
short period, but even taking a small step to enable some face-to-face interaction,
albeit virtually, is a step in the right direction.

4. Digital Commerce will be a reality now
Most SME businesses are currently highly dependent on physical sales teams, face-toface discussions and transactions. But with the Lockdown, physical commerce has
been upended. Both Direct-to-Consumer and B2B organizations, in particular, those
who have viewed digital commerce as a secondary channel till now, need to reorient
every aspect of their business towards a digital commerce mindset.
There exists an opportunity to double-down on digital commerce, expanding existing
offerings and creating new lines of business.

5. Risk Management Practices
Practices and policies pertaining to risk management need to be taken seriously by all
businesses and not be restricted to the financial sector. It needs to be practiced with all
earnestness to improve the preparedness for any future disasters and ability to mitigate
situations. Incessant monitoring and preparedness can help to focus the actions and
steps to be taken at the time of a crisis and help protect and preserve business assets.
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6. Focus on liquidity and cash flow management
Businesses across various sectors have been previously impacted by several shortterm and long-term disruptions. With changing global environment, the frequency of
such disruptions has been on a rise. In the Indian context, demonetization,
implementation of GST, natural calamities such as earthquake, tsunami, floods, are
instances that have affected businesses in the recent past. As these instances emerge
as a new normal, there is a dire need for the businesses to focus on liquidity and cash
flow management to ride over the uncertain times.
Amidst such uncertain situations, companies need to deliberate on a prudent trade-off
between pushing the top line and concurrently managing the cash flows. When
unforeseen events demand business continuity, cash is the king and only businesses
that have a robust cash flow management can ride over the tide.
n the current COVID-19 pandemic situation, the governments and major banks are
introducing innovative measures and stimulus packages to ensure that the economy
keeps on ticking during this tough time.

7. Move towards Variable Cost Models
One of the biggest lessons, amongst others, is the importance of reducing overall
business costs. One significant way to accomplish this is to convert fixed costs to
variable costs wherever feasible. For instance, businesses will now determine what they
must keep in-house, and explore outsourcing the rest so that fixed costs can be
lowered.
As with other trends, this will further impact the labor force and ‘how they work’,
contract manufacturing, supply chain considerations, etc.

8. Localization & Building resilient Supply Chains
Most businesses are witnessing a complete disruption of their supply chain, specially if
they are dependent on cross border transactions. The Global disruption has brought to
light the impact of black swan events, which, along with the ongoing geopolitical
environment and a globally recessionary climate is likely to lead to greater protectionism
and risk aversion. Companies should consider localization of supply chains, especially
of raw materials and for products that are strategically important.
Companies will want to ensure their supply chains are resilient to remain competitive.
Risks to supply chains are numerous and continuously evolving. Hence, it is imperative
that resilience capabilities are developed in order to respond to repercussions of
unexpected events and either quickly return to original state of business or move to a
new and better state after being affected by the risk and continue business operations
as efficiently as possible.
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10 Opportunities India’s
MSME are looking forward to
OPPORTUNITIES
post Covid-19:

10 NEW
INDIA’S MSME ARE LOOKING
FORWARD TO
POST COVID-19

As with every downturn, there is always a silver lining in the cloud and the Coronavirus
crisis ahs thrown open many new opportunities for Business to look at and consider if
suitable. Here are the top 10 new opportunities to consider:

•

Essential and Semi-Essential goods manufacturing

•

Reduce dependency on import through backward and forward integration

•

Agri-Healthcare-Technology trilogy with worldwide demand rising for quality

•

E-Education and digital content development

•

Big Brands in Electronics components shifting to local manufacturing in India

•

R&D based pharma opportunity

•

Healthcare infrastructure and medical supplies orders from overseas

•

Diversification to automation, skills and scale in Manufacturing

•

Shift focus on developing industry in Rural Areas & Reverse Migration

•

Chemical ingredient required in various industry can be #MakeinIndia
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“TOUGH TIMES DO NOT LAST
FOREVER , BUT TOUGH PEOPLE DO.”
by Rishabh Sawanshukha

For some MSME organizations, near-term survival is the only agenda item. For some it is time
to make quick money. Others are peering through the fog of uncertainty, thinking about how to
position themselves with necessary skill and scale once the crisis has passed and things return
to normal. The question is, ‘What will normal look like after 21 days of lockdown ?’ While no
one can say how long the crisis will last, what we find on the other side with our primary
research on MSME that it may not be normal so soon.
Here are a few principles to guide you during this time:
Take the utmost care of the safety of your family. Don’t take any risks when it comes to their
safety and follow all necessary precautions! Get yourself adequately insured from health and life
perspective, if not done yet. Many people will need your help, and I urge you to extend a
helping hand to the community. Do not hesitate to ask your friends, colleagues, and us for help
anytime. In this end game of Covid-19 , clear winner is power of community and collaboration.
We observed phenomenal collective response by governments, policy makers, doctors, para
medicals, farmers, , front line staff, drivers, police and volunteers ensuring precautions,
guidelines, instructions and supplies of essential goods are online and on time.
Stay liquid. Do not get tempted to invest money in the markets or in unvalidated investment
opportunities. Even the best experts cannot predict the bottom of the market or the long term
impact and recovery timelines
Share - food, resources, particularly water (reuse-recycle) this time - whatever you can. Our
cities should not run out of water when we need, we have long miles to go.
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Be empathetic, to friends, family, customers, team, vendors and everyone else. We are all in this
together. Practice #CommunityCommerce , which mean prepare list of 100 people who can help you
and you can help them without any hesitation. This is sure shot recipe to reduce stress and fears of
unknown, death, missing out and uncertainty. Talk to them without agenda to re-assure them that it is
survival game and fittest will survive and thrive in the all new world post covid-19.
We will witness a dramatic restructuring of the economic and social order in which business and society
have traditionally operated. And in the near future, we will see the beginning of discussion and debate
about what the next supply chains of country like USA and EU will be and how sharply its contours will
diverge from those that previously shaped our International Trade.
MSME will certainly get impacted with new demand from organized players and larger corporations , so
they need to embrace big thinking and it could be an opportunity to scale up with pro-active
entrepreneurship. But managing Compliance, Cash-flow, Capital Access, re-skilling people and
adopting massive process automation will be a key concern since most of the MSME business are family
owned and might not be well prepared for big wave in #MakeinIndia.
5 Rs that will emerge from Covid-19 are Resolve, Resilience, Return, Reimagination, and Reform.
Startups , MSME and companies suffering due to lockdown , must do deep thinking in their business
model and they will find answers and new opportunities to shift the gear by leveraging access of capital
in new areas , increased government spending worldwide, healthcare, education, pharma, agriculture,
food processing , insurance , digital technology, content , community business and technology space will
do well. Process driven organization will become more lean in terms of building infra , offices , lavish
spend on human resource etc. Outsourcing of many non-essential functions will become a new norm
and work from home can be stretched further voluntarily to reduce cost of infra to improve P&L situation.
Business guidance for MSME by BizStreet: Here are a few principles to guide your business decisions
during this time. This is applicable to every individual in the company:
Cash flow is king. The better our cash flow the healthier our business will be. Deploy weekly cash flow
MIS and adopt cloud based accounting systems , they are cheaper and more reliable then excels.
Reduce unnecessary burn in your daily business decisions and look for cost effective ways to get things
done. Use e-meetings, cut down travel for non-ops functions.
This is your company. You are the steward. Let us know if you think we should be doing something
differently. Ask this question again and again to your employees , seek ideas and put some budget on
pilot trials, if succeed than you will have a new way of working.
Increase efficiency and productivity. I know this is even more challenging in current times due to remote
work, but I also know we can flex and deliver on it. Focus on outsourcing within your community.
Hope for the best but be prepared for the worst. Ensure that we know the worst-case scenario and are
ready for it. Evaluate every large project or proposal from the risk matrix applied like Covid-19.
This is not the right time to launch new products unless they are highly profitable or you have confirmed
orders from Government or equivalent agencies.
If you are a manager - take care of your team. They need you more than they normally would.
Communicate. Communicate. Communicate to your staff, supplier and customers that you are the last
one to give up and first one to grab the new opportunities.
Have faith, things will improve sooner than we think.
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“MARKETING IN THE AGE OF COVID19”
by Manoj Chandra

As the spread and impact of COVID-19 continues unfolding, Business Owners, specially MSME &
Small Business across industries need to be more alert and more decisive than ever – responding
to changing conditions, and keeping an eye on the future, to ensure they are ready when better
times return. As a Brand owner, you need to be considering implications, not only on the health of
your business, but on that of your relationships with all your stakeholders.
With the impact of the coronavirus very unpredictable, the pandemic will take a toll on
communities and healthcare systems; as well as on every aspect of daily life, the economy,
business and brands.
But it is also bringing in new opportunities too.
Key Lessons to be Learnt
‘Black Swan’ events can break a business – or make it
‘Black Swan’ events like SARS or COVID-19 are
moments-of-truth for brands (and marketers) - A time
to clarify your purpose, values, commitments; but
equally to demonstrate your agility, creativity and spirit.

Digital is the new norm
With the physical world locked down, everything is
shifted to the internet. Work from Home, Learn at
Home, Deliver to Home, Eat at Home, Exercise at
Home, are the new buzz words. The digital age is now
fully in place in India.

Remember, there will always be an After…
When the recovery happens, it will happen very fast,
releasing much pent-up demand and impacting supply
chains & infrastructure. For China, the after has
already started, for India it will not be far behind.

Social Media now plays an even more important role
With most of the public now at home practicing social
distancing, their online activity has increased
significantly, as social media becomes the primary
means of communication with others.

But the world will be a different place..
With both attitudinal and behavioral change in people,
new needs, new priorities and new opportunities.
amidst the uncertainty that customers have about their
health & economic well being.

Broken Trust and Fear of Uncertainty
With stock outs & business closures, customers trust
with brands is weak and many times broken as decades
old relationships have suddenly vanished
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How brands can survive, sustain and thrive in this crisis

During these times, every action you take could be good or detrimental to your brand. However, by using
empathy to craft an informative social media campaign, you could reach your audience organically. Your focus
right now should be more on sharing factual information and educating your audience. This is an opportunity
for your brand to show that it genuinely cares about its customers.

• Using Social Media to engage with customers when physical touchpoints are absent
With easy internet access, a number of different social media platforms, and an estimated 375million+ social
media users in India, it would be well advised to use social media to increase your brand visibility and customer
engagement.

• Promote your brand but do not be seen as taking advantage
If you have a product that could sell a lot during this time period, reassess the communication as the message
could come off as insensitive and over-opportunistic. With people already under a lot of stress due to COVID19, some messages could come off as a tactic to increase sales, if not executed in a tasteful manner.

• Extend your brand proposition into content that matters
Whilst customers might not be able to access your products, keep them engaged with an extension of your
brand’s core proposition into content that they will value such as a health food product can offer recipes to
cook at home, a lifestyle brand can offer styling classes, an engineering company can offer product training
and so on.

• Identify new occasions and behaviours to drive relevance and trial
As consumers stay at home, this is a great opportunity to reach out to them and learn more about them, seek
their opinion and get feedback and reviews. This gives you an opportunity to understand them better and
identify new opportunities to drive relevance and start trials

• Connecting & revitalising relationships
This lockdown is an opportunity to take out the customer sheet and reach out to all old customers, offering
them help and support and exploring rekindled relationships.

• Innovate to find new ways to deliver solutions and services in line with new behaviours
With changing times, innovation is the need of the hour and assessing your product/service and its relevance
to the new ‘after’ will determine how your business survives. As consumer needs evolve and industries adapt,
you need to see how quickly you can adapt to the new norm

• Reassessing your sales & marketing program
If you have been focused around physical channels to sell & market your products, this is the time to probably
evaluate going digital as quickly as possible. If you already have set up your basic digital processes, then its
advised to relook at them and get them ready for scale. Also have a relook at ongoing media campaigns and
shift your investments to where your customers might be consuming content today, a relook at key words
might be required and so would any investments already made in physical channels.

• Variable costs and outsourcing
Cash is king, always and even more today. Evaluate your marketing infrastructure and resources and move into
outsourced marketing teams to become more agile and lean.
Stay Safe, Stay Profitable
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ABOUT INSPERME CONSULTING
Insperme Consulting is a boutique brand advisory and marketing services specialist firm
and offers the following services to its clients, usually early stage businesses:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brand Strategy & Positioning
Brand Identity Development
Brand Collateral Development
Digital Identity & Marketing Strategy
Marketing Communications
Customer Acquisition & Lead Generation
Channel Development
ATL/BTL Campaign Development & Execution
Media Buying
Generating WOM (Word of Mouth) publicity
Public Relation Campaigns
Digital Marketing Campaigns
Social Media Planning & Campaigns
Internal Stakeholder Communication

Manoj Chandra

Founder & CEO
Insperme Consulting
+91-9818778986

manojchandra

Our mission is to help entrepreneurs be MORE successful.

www.insperme.com

ABOUT BIZSTREET
Founded in 2006 , we promote #CommunityCommerce initiatives in Taxation, Consulting,
Agriculture , Supply chain, Technology and Manufacturing for India’s MSME growth. Our
panel of 400+ Experts helps MSMEs to grow through a wide range of services:

•

World-class Research based Consulting

•

Process automation to future proof their business

•

Raise capital – Debt / Equity and Financial Engineering for survival & growth

•

GST & Taxation Structuring & Consulting by leading experts

•

Smart Procurement and high value deals from big brands

•

Insolvency law and Contractual dispute resolution

•

Litigation support by pooling mechanism to save cost of MSME

•

Investment opportunity in large scale Agri-platforms in distributed ownership

•

Co-manufacturing opportunities arising from Pharma, Food, Healthcare,
Telecommunication & Global B2B marketplaces

•

Business Development & interpretation of various fiscal incentives for manufacturing

Rishabh Sawansukha
Founder & CEO
BizStreet

+91-9873416002

rishabhsawansukha

www.bizstreet.biz/register

Disclaimer : All information in this report is based on primary research conducted through an online survey with the respondents. All images & other information used are
from online research and trademarks or copyrights if any, belong to their rightful owners. The Report is for information purpose only and Insperme Consulting or Bizstreet
do not validate or endorse any of the information provided.

